The University of Minnesota invites applications and nominations for the position of Vice President for Health Sciences. This person who serves as the principal line officer for a complex, exciting array of Health Sciences educational and service endeavors. They include the College of Pharmacy, and the Schools of Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing, and Public Health on the Twin Cities Campus, the School of Medicine at Duluth, the Mayo School of Medicine, as well as important programs in the allied health fields. The Vice President for Health Sciences is also responsible for the operations of the University of Minnesota Hospitals, one of this nation's leading university hospitals, for the various affiliated hospital arrangements, and for the University's extensive continuing education programs in the Health Sciences.

The Vice President for Health Sciences provides leadership and coordination to all of these areas, and works directly and closely with the President of the University. The Vice President for Health Sciences reports directly to the President of the University, serving both as a line officer and staff advisor to the President, and works closely and collaboratively with the other Vice Presidents. The Vice President for Health Sciences is charged with fiscal responsibility for the Health Sciences and works as a member of the Budget Executive of the University chaired by the Vice President for Academic Affairs and including also the Vice President for Finance and Operations.
The University is strongly dedicated to maintaining and continuing the development of its Health Sciences programs; thus, we seek a person of proven competence in providing administrative and educational leadership. Prior outstanding administrative experience and academic achievement are essential. We seek an individual with a strong, proven commitment to research, as well as to the education and service roles that are essential to the University's Health Sciences units. A proven ability to work effectively within a university setting and to foster ties with academic units outside of the Health Sciences areas, as well as a commitment and record that indicate effectiveness in working externally within the state and regional community, are essential qualifications.

The closing date for nominations and applications is November 30, 1981.

Send nominations and applications, with resumes, to:

Lee D. Stauffer, Chair
Search Committee for Vice President for Health Sciences
Box 501 Mayo Memorial Building
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA is an equal opportunity educator and employer, and specifically invites and encourages applications from women and minorities.
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The University of Minnesota invites applications and nominations for the position of Vice President for Health Sciences. This person reports directly to the President, serving both as a line officer and staff advisor, and works closely and collaboratively with the other Vice Presidents. This person serves as the principal line officer for the Health Sciences units. These include the College of Pharmacy, and the Schools of Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing, and Public Health on the Twin Cities Campus, the School of Medicine at Duluth, the Mayo School of Medicine in Rochester, and several important programs in allied health fields. The Vice President is also responsible for the operation of the University of Minnesota Hospitals, for the various affiliated hospital arrangements, and for the University's extensive continuing education programs in the Health Sciences.

We seek a person of proven competence in administrative, educational, and research leadership. Prior, outstanding administrative experience and academic achievement in a Health Science setting are essential, as well as a strong, proven commitment to research. A proven ability to work effectively within a university setting, to foster ties with academic units outside of Health Science and to work effectively within the state and regional community are essential qualifications.

The closing date for nominations and applications is November 30, 1981.

Send nominations and applications, with resumes, to:

Lee D. Stauffer, Chair
Search Committee for Vice President for Health Sciences
Box 501 Mayo Memorial Building
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455

THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA is an equal opportunity educator and employer, and specifically invites and encourages applications from women and minorities.